55 TIPS
ON HOW TO BE
MORE SUCCESSFUL
IN BUSINESS

What do we mean by successful?
More importantly, what do you mean by successful?

Everyone has their own idea. It could be making lots of money, building up a
valuable business, becoming famous, making a difference to people, enjoying
life, more holidays, more security, or a mixture of all of these.

But most people in business agree on at least three. They want:
•

More profit

•

More fun – less hassle

•

More life – less time at work

Your strategy for success should aim at what you want for your life and what
you want your business to do for you.

Here are 55 things that will help. You only need apply one of these ideas to have
a dramatic impact on your business and a dramatic impact on your life.

It all depends on what you do. Because above all, success requires action. So
don’t just read these ideas.

Take action. Take action regularly. Take action today
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Successful People …..
1. identify and systematically measure everything that matters in
their business.
2. map out and measure – using tools such as Success
Driver Mapping – how well every key system in their business is
Performing.
3. report the key numbers monthly on a simple One Page Plan,
which is discussed at monthly board meetings. Starting where
traditional accounts end, this single sheet of A4 compares actual
performance to targets in every key area of the business.
4. benchmark their performance to the rest of their industry at
least once a year in order to identify their strengths and weaknesses.
5. use all the insights gained from 1 – 4 above to develop an action
plan setting out precisely how they are going to improve
their performance.
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6. aren’t scared to ask their customers what they think of them.
They never assume that they like what they’re getting and never
give them just what everyone else is giving them.
7. find out what their customers actually want and provide it.
They don’t just supply what they know how to supply.
8. find out what their customers hate, making sure that it never
ever happens.
9. find out what really turns their customers on and make sure that it
happens every time.
10.
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Successful People …..

10. know where their new customers are coming from. They ask,
record and analyse every enquiry.
11. know the lifetime value of a customer. They see each customer
as a potential lifetime purchaser and don’t just concentrate on
today’s transaction.
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12. keep a record of their customers: what they buy, what they like
and when the next sales opportunity might be. For example: the
next holiday, the next haircut, the next case of wine, the next carpet.
13. know it’s the little things that matter and are obsessive about
them. SAS Airlines Chairman says, “coffee stains on the flip trays
tell our customers that we don’t service our engines properly”.
14. ask their team’s opinions. The team often know how to do the
job better, but no–one asks them.
15. hire attitude and teach skill. When looking for a new team
member, an enthusiastic, positive attitude is more important than
job experience. You can teach people how to do the work. You
can’t teach attitude.
16. motivate their team. They share their vision of the business’ future
with their team. They show appreciation for a job well done.
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17.8 empower their team. Nothing impresses a customer more than
a problem solved quickly, efficiently and politely. To achieve this,
they give their team the authority to see to it themselves, and
back them up on their decisions afterwards.
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Successful People …..
18. delegate. First, they set out exactly how they want it done, and
what they have to achieve. Then they train them how to do it.
Finally, they pass over the responsibility for it and set reporting
criteria.
19. don’t abdicate the responsibility like most small business owners
do. For example, by taking on an experienced salesman, and
just telling him to get on with it in his own way.
20. aren’t scared to let their team deal with their customers. They
train their team to do it superbly, and then stand back. If you
insist on seeing every customer yourself, you’ve got a job, not a
business.
21. schedule their time off and their holidays. Unless it’s in the
diary, like work commitments are, it won’t happen. There’s always
something else to do first.
22. realise they are mortal. There are only so many hours and minutes
in which to achieve your life’s ambitions. Yet most small business
owners just work from day to day, as if they have all the time
in the world.
23. value time as their most precious resource. Each day, they list
what’s most important (rather than just most urgent) and make
sure they do it. Bill Gates says that being acutely aware of the value
of his time is one of the most significant factors in his success.
24. know the difference between working for their business, and
making the business work for them. They don’t take people on
to help them with their work. They take people on so they can
escape from doing the work.
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Successful People …..

25. plan their escape! They know that if the business depends on
them being there, working in it, they’re holding back its growth
potential. No–one will want to buy it when they retire.
26. don’t ignore their health and fitness. They know that if they’re
too busy to exercise, they’re too busy.
27. view problems as opportunities. They will use a customer complaint
as a chance to turn him into a raving fan of the business.
28. are prepared to take a new direction, when a new opportunity
arises.
29. don’t assume the future can be predicted by the past. They look
forwards, not backwards.
30. believe in themselves and are passionate about what they’re
doing. This rubs off on everyone around them, their colleagues,
their team, their suppliers, and their customers.
31. use the 80:20 principle. They direct their effort and energy to
the 20% of things which make an 80% difference.
32. don’t try to do everything. It’s easier to be really good at just a
few things. They outsource or refer customers on for things they
can’t do superbly themselves.
33. structure the business properly, setting out who’s responsible
for what, and who’s answerable to whom, even if there are only
two people in the business so far.
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Successful People …..

34. question everything. They are constantly looking for a better
way, never automatically doing things the way everyone else
does them.
35. plan before they act. They don’t get carried away on a wave of
their own enthusiasm. They make sure the sums make sense too.
36. never just solve the current problem. They also make sure it
doesn’t happen again, or they devise a system to handle it in the
future, so they don’t have to.
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37. learn to say no to commitments that aren’t important to them,
to meetings and events that don’t take them towards their goals,
and to customers who aren’t worth having.
38. take advice. They use experts to help them find the best solution
to a problem, and to plan the best strategy to get to where
they want to be. They don’t believe they have to do this themselves.
39. set goals in writing and then remind themselves of these goals
every morning. Research shows this can make you over 30 times
as likely to succeed.
40. don’t burn bridges. When parting company with a boss, their
team, customers, suppliers, banks, and even tax collectors,
they leave the door open to do business again in the future.
41. don’t change banks just to save a bit on charges. When they
find a good manager, they build a relationship, and stay with
them. They are open and honest with them, and work together
as a team.
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Successful People …..

30

42. know that being the cheapest is usually a poor strategy, especially
for a small business. If you gain your customers by being the
lowest priced, you’ll lose them when they find it even
cheaper elsewhere, which they always will.
43. take a firm stance on customer credit, from day one. A customer
who doesn’t pay is worse than no customer at all.
Once you let them get away with late payment, they’ll always do it.
44. don’t make promises they can’t keep. It is better to promise
delivery in four weeks, and to do it in three, rather than trying to
impress the customer by quoting two weeks, and then
letting them down. Follow the example of the airlines, who quote
an ETA they expect to beat.
45. know the value of a first impression. You only get one
chance to do this right. When a new customer phones, or calls,
they form a lasting opinion of you in less than 20 seconds.
46. rely on systems rather than just on people. If the business is
only great because it’s got some exceptional people, what happens
when they leave, or when you need more of them?
47. don’t get behind with their taxes. They make sure they know
how much they owe on payroll deductions, VAT, and on
their own taxes. They set money aside to pay them.
48. use their financial figures as an indicator of the business health
and progress, and as an early warning system, not just as
an afterthought to sort out their taxes.
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Successful
P …..
Successful
People

49. start with the end in mind. When they started their business
they had a clear vision of what it would be like when their plans
came to fruition.
50. know that profit alone isn’t enough. You can run out of cash,
and go bust, even when you’re trading at a good profit. They
don’t assume their bank will keep on meeting an ever increasing
cash gap.
51. think in terms of value, not just price. They don’t use cheap
equipment that lets them down, skimp on team training, use
home-made signs and stationery that give the message “we’re
second-rate, we’re amateurs”.
52. know the internet is not just a faster way of doing things the old
way, it has changed the whole marketing concept.
53. make their superiority visible. There’s no point being the best
hairdresser in town, if the customer doesn’t know it.
54. take every opportunity to get publicity. Modesty is a non-starter
in business.
55. do things in a way that is dramatically different and compellingly
attractive to the kind of customers they really want to work
with. If you are no different from the suppliers your ideal customers
are currently buying from, why should they switch to you?
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Take Action
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The single most important key to success is taking action. So here is an action
you can take immediately.
Call us today and discover how the ground–breaking AVN Performance
Measurement and Improvement System can help you follow in the footsteps of
the UK’s most successful businesses.
It carries a cast iron 100% money back guarantee. And finding out how it can
help you won’t cost you a single penny. So the only way you can possibly lose
out is by not contacting us, isn’t it?
To make sure you don’t lose out in that way, contact us today.
JDH Bookkeeping & Accounting Services Ltd
F20, Enterprise House
Navigation Park
Abercynon
CF45 4SN
Tel: 01443 740800 / 01443 858119
Email: jackie@thejdhgroup.co.uk
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Ways we can help you

Do you have a business exit plan? When would you like to retire? How much
money do you want to retire with? We can help you work towards your goal.

Do you know what the key success drivers are in your business? We can help
you identify them and improve them.

Do you want to build a business that will thrive whilst requiring a minimum input
from you? We can help you put systems in place to achieve this goal.

Would you like to improve your profit and take more cash out of your business?
We can work with you towards this goal.

Would you like to spend more time with your family and hobbies and not worry
about your business? We can provide advice on what actions to take.

Would you like to work with high quality customers who always pay you on
time? We can help you attract the right clients for you.

We aim to be more than just the average accountant who churns out accounts
and tax returns. We want to make a real difference in your business. We can
use your accounts to provide meaningful real-time information to identify areas
for improvement. We can also help with the systems and operations in your
business too.

JDH - Strength in Numbers
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How have we helped others?
We enjoy helping businesses. Here are a few businesses we have really helped:
BANK RELEASED £63,704 INTO CLIENT’S ACCOUNT IN 48 HOURS
One client had web sales and telephone sales. We noticed when preparing his
accounts, that one of the income streams had not been received although the
sales and vat had been correctly accounted for. The client phoned the bank and
they immediately confirmed that our findings were correct. They needed a
signature but hadn’t chased him for it. They paid £63,704 into the client’s
account within 48 hours.
TAX RECLAIM OF £26,816.60 FOR CLIENT
A new client had previously submitted his own tax returns. HMRC asked him to
find an accountant, after they discovered mistakes in his returns. Due to bad
debt in business, he had made a pension draw down for cash flow purposes and
suffered over £30,000 in income tax. We were able to claim loss relief for the
income tax suffered for £26,816.60. We could have saved a further £3,443.30 if
the client had sought advice and drawn the final £25,887 in the next tax year.
BOOKKEEPING SAVES CLIENT £11,000 PER YEAR
One client had a very incompetent bookkeeper. This resulted in the client never
knowing what he owed creditors and what cash flow he really had. It was no
way to run a business. He paid his bookkeeper and then paid us again to fix the
mistakes. We took over the bookkeeping and payroll work, which resulted in
him having real time accurate information to run his business for the first time.
He has also saved over £11,000 per year by removing the duplicated roles.
PARTNER BUY OUT – TAX PLANNING SAVES CLIENT £16,000
One of our clients bought his partner out, resulting in a very large overdrawn
director’s loan balance which attracted 32.5% tax. We looked at available tax
planning opportunities, including share re-structure, tax allowances, dividends
and made some calculations. The client still had a large tax bill but it was
£16,000 less than originally expected.

Let us help you too

